Oy Bonum-Safety Ab
• Oy Bonum-Safety Ab works as a safety expert in and outside of
Europe. We work on occupational safety trainings, safety trainings and
inspections.
• We usually work as a link between the authorities and the field
operators. We make legislative and decree proposals and how to
implement them. Our company is a member of the registered association
of the Finnish Safety Device Inspectors (Suomen Suojalaitetarkastajat
ry)

Oy Bonum-Safety Ab
SuoTu® stands for protection (suojelu) and safety
(turvallisuus).
The main goal is to serve the customers and the
employers to ensure the qualification of the service
providers.
The trademarks owned by Oy Bonum-Safety Ab:
SuoTu®
SuoTu - International Lifting Manager Card®,
SuoTu - International Occupational Safety pass®

Oy Bonum-Safety Ab
Inspection, training or work performance requires always
adequate qualification from the person performing the
service.
If the provider does not have the qualification it is as same
as there was no inspection or training performed at all.
Due to this, SuoTu®-cards or certifications can be given only
by the trainer communities with the SuoTu®-license.
The Project manager, main contactors and customers can
inform the qualifications required from the workers already
when ordering the work performance.
These actors can also inform the trainings required before
starting the work performance.

Oy Bonum-Safety Ab
- Licenced work performances, cards and certifications (the most common
ones)
- EU/92/53 (decree 205/2008, decree 403/2008, Occupational Safety and
Health Act 738/02
- International Lifting Manager Card®
- Scaffold Safety Licence
- Scaffold Inspection Licence
- Inspector for Crane and Lifting Gears Inspections
- HSE-Inspector/expert / certification
- Driving licence for a manlift or a forklift
- Certification for Security coordination
- Work permit or card for containers or tight spaces
- Guarding and access control
- TTK – SSG –SuoTu® (Occupational Safety Card + Standard Solutions
Group)

Oy Bonum-Safety Ab
The Act on the Contractor’s Obligations and Liability when
Work is Contracted Out
The specialists and associates of the Oy Bonum-Safety Ab assists
the contractors when delivering the certifications and documents
required by the Act or the worker.
They assists the employers also with the workmen’s compensation
insurance. (The government decrees 678/2015 and 447/2016).

Oy Bonum-Safety Ab
• The surveillance of the contractors (the most common ones)
- The Act on the Contractor’s Obligations and Liability when Work is Contracted Out (decree
678/2015)
- The obligations of the employer
- The workmen’s compensation insurance
- The liability insurance
- Sent worker (decree 447/2017)
- Health and safety requirements of the employee
- Obligations of the empoyer
- Insurance
- The workmen’s compensation insurance decree 459/2015
- The liability insurance (optional, establihed practice)
- Licensed work, cards and certifications
- Dir. 92/57ETY (decree 205/2009) decree 403/2008, Occupational Safety and Health Act
738/02
- The employer is obligated to ensure the expertise of their employees.

Oy Bonum-Safety Ab
THE COMPANIES WITH LICENCE CAN BE FOUND FROM THE LINK
BELOW

https://suotu.fi/fi/yhteydenotto/

